
BALLOON LOOKBOOK



PICKUPS- Any order may be picked up at either of our locations - Please come prepared - ensure you have
enough room in vehicle and that the balloons will not be stored in your car, or exposed to extreme

temperatures for any period of time. Pickups include a hanging kit. NOTE: Helium balloons will
contract/expand in cold/hot temps - they will return to normal when in room temperature.

 
HANGING - LOC uses 3M command strips for indoor hanging and heavy duty adhesive hooks for outdoor
installation on brick, stone, wood. Follow appropriate instructions for removal as to not damage surfaces.

 
WEATHER - If your event is scheduled outdoors - a contingency plan needs to be made by the customer.
Wind, rain, snow, and excessive heat can affect balloon installations. LOC will advise accordingly for best

color choices, style, and placement.
 

INSTALL TIME - LOC will communicate a delivery time range and ensure setup before your event begins.
Please be flexible with set up times, as we have multiple time-sensitive installs per day.

 
TEAR DOWN - LOC does not return for tear down after events. We will inform you how to remove/pop

balloons. Garlands may be reused after events.
 

RENTALS - Rentals may be returned within 3 days of event day unless otherwise discussed.
 

DESIGN CHANGES - Design changes may be made up to a week before scheduled event date. Any
changes made within 7 days are subject to price adjustment.

 
MINIMUMS - Normal on-site installation minimum is $150 - that number is subject to change based on

busy season (graduation, holidays, etc.)
 

BOOKING - Please book with LOC as soon as possible. Our calendar fills up quickly and we would love for
you to be included!

 
SUSTAINABILITY - LOC uses the highest quality latex balloons for our orders. Our latex balloons are made
from 100% natural latex — not plastic. Our latex balloons are biodegradable, and decompose as fast as

an oak leaf in your backyard. Latex balloons come from rubber trees. Latex is collected by cutting the
tree’s bark, then catching the latex in a cup. Latex harvesting doesn’t hurt the tree! Latex balloons are
Earth-friendly,  rubber trees grow in rain forests. Latex harvesting discourages deforestation because

latex-producing trees are left intact. A tree can produce latex for up to 40 years.
 
 

Balloons are, by nature, temporary items. Some balloons will occasionally deflate sooner than expected
and will also be adversely affected by wind, rain, rough handling, sunlight and other uncontrollable factors.

 
Once balloons are picked up - LOC is not responsible for any damage incurred by weather, kids, pets, etc.

However, if you think a balloon may be defective, please call LOC right away so we can replace.
 
 
 

THE DETAILS



inludes hi-float - will last 3+ days

11" - $2
16" - $3
3ft - $25
3ft + ½ tassel - $30
3ft + full tassel - $35
3ft + full tassel + customization - $45 
- make any 3ft a jumbo confetti - add $5 

classic gender reveal w/ 1/2 tassel - $35

FOILS + SHAPES

small foils - $5
medium foils - $10
large foils - $15

34" numbers/letters - $15
metallic orbs - L $12 - S $8
jelly orbs - L $10 - S $6

BUNDLES 

includes weight

small bundle - $25
medium bundle - $35
large bundle - $45
XL bundle - $55

add customization to any balloon - $10

start at $15/ft
custom double stuffed colors - add $2/ft per color

 
GARLAND ADD-INS

jumbo - $6 each
orbs - $6 each

foil shapes - $2-$15 each
metallic or paper fringe - starts at $10

floral or greenery (for install only) - starts at $30
 

FREESTANDING BALLOON ARCH

- includes installation -
delivery is based on location

 
arch rental fee + deposit - $150 
($100 is refunded when kit is returned)

arch base price - 25ft long - $300
each additional pole - $60

 
BALLOON MOSAICS

3ft number/letter - $150
5ft number/letter- $200
custom shapes - $200+

 
FRAME RENTALS

basic black frame - $30
columns - $20

large frames - $100
 

DELIVERY + INSTALLATION

on-site install minimum - $150
*excludes delivery/install fee

 
delivery/install fee varies on size of installation

*starts at $40
call or email for quote

 
 

 BALLOON PRICES
GARLANDSGARLANDSHELIUMHELIUM

orders placed within 48 hours of desired date 
- subject to rush fee -  



SMALL FOILS
small foils include stars, hearts, birthday rounds, some licensed foils and more

MEDIUM FOILS
medium foils include food shapes, rainbows, animal faces, some licensed characters and more

LARGE FOILS
large foils include animals, printed orbs,  super shapes,  most licensed characters and more
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